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ABSTRACT

Software architecture design as an engineering field has evolved greatly during the last 15 
years, which is evident by the number of methods, styles, patterns, and guidelines available 
for its practitioners in industry.

This paper takes a closer look at the purposes behind this field to reveal the level of 
discrepancy in pursued purposes between industrial practitioners and published methods for 
software architecture design. In our research surveys of architecture design methods and of 
purposes at a number of industrial practitioners resulted in two sets of purposes which were 
eventually compared and the level of discrepancy identified.

Keywords: Software architecture design, design purposes, design methods.
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Love truth, but pardon error. 
(Voltaire)

Chapter Overview

Chapter I – Introduction

The first chapter gives an introduction to the subject of this thesis report and the research project 
which it is based upon. It also sets the scope of the research and explains the methodology used in 
order to reach the final conclusions.

Chapter II – Literature Review

The literature review chapter briefly presents each of the methods and processes for software 
architecture design identified during the research project. For each method or process the design 
procedure and the purposes for architecture design that it claims to strive for is identified and 
presented.

Chapter III – Industrial Survey Analysis

In this chapter the results from the projects industrial survey is presented and analysed. Grouping and 
structuring of purposes is used to support later comparison with the literature study.

Chapter IV – Literature and Industrial Purpose Analysis

The purposes from the industry are compared to the purposes from the literature study to determine if 
they match. 

Chapter V – Discussion

The discussion chapter scrutinize and disputes the validity of the results from the previous chapter. It 
discusses different possibilities to interpret eventual results

Chapter VI – Conclusions and Further Studies

In this chapter the final conclusions from the research is drawn and suggestions for further research 
topics in the field of software architecture design is presented.

References

Appendix A: Industrial Survey Questionnaire
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“Everything you say is boring 
and incomprehensible", she said, 
"but that alone doesn't make it 
true." 

(Franz Kafka)

Chapter I - Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Why do we need software architectures and methods to design them? To answer this question we 
need to understand just how dependent we are on the software around us. During the months before 
the Y2K switch the world virtually trembled with fear of what could happen if the Y2K bug 
manifested itself (Evelyn J. Barry et. al. 2003). We need software, and the software need to be 
maintained and updated in order to stay up-to-date with a changing world (consider a new Y2K bug). 
A key issue in keeping software maintainable is of course to plan and design it.

Software architecture design (SAD) is, as a technical discipline, rather young. Perhaps due to its 
relative youth, SAD has had problems to describe its fundamental hows and whys (Kruchten 2000). 
Should, for example, design originate from functional requirements; identifying core functional 
abstractions of the system (Bosch 2000, Bachmann & Bass 2001), or is it more important to separate 
data and functionality first? And is it more important that the SAD method is adaptable to the other 
development activities or that it supports and encourages a particular form of development? In either 
way, even though its relative youth, SAD has had many opportunities to learn from previous 
mistakes, using the incredible speed by which information can be shared in the modern world and the 
relative short life-span of software generations (Hofmeister et. al. 1999). It has become necessary to 
define the role of software architecture design in the general software development (and maintenance) 
process (Hofmeister et. al. 1999, Kruchten 2000).

The remainder of this chapter is structured accordingly: Following this section is the problem 
description section (1.2). It covers the purpose and justification for this project, what influences has 
led forward to this research and what scope was set to define the research objectives and practices. 
Succeeding problem description, the methodology section (1.3) explains what steps where taken to 
solve the problems. In particular it focuses on the literature survey practice and industrial survey 
analysis. Finishing this chapter we make an effort to find a definition for software architecture (1.4) 
before actually starting the analysis of its purposes. Finally, the thesis is outlined in section 1.5 at the 
end of this chapter.

1.2 Problem Description

In this section the cause of our research is analysed. We identify the background of the issue and 
provide a panorama view of the research context. Then, a piece of the problem domain is selected and 
further described as it makes up the focus for the research in this thesis. Thereafter, the purpose of 
analysing that particular part of the problem is explained and motivated. Thus we set the parameters 
of what and why in this section whereas the subsequent methodology section provide the how 
parameter. 

The study of SAD can be said to date back to the late 1960s when Djikstra in 1968 observed the 
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benefits of paying attention to software’s partitioning and structure, and proposed the novel idea of a 
layered architecture (Clements 2005).

Since then SAD has matured and grown in importance through the development of new methods, 
tools, and technologies to support design and development of software architectures (Borowski 2004), 
(Zhao 2001), (Lee & Bae 2003).

However, a number of key issues concerning the design and use of software architectures have
remained uncertain for some time, and are still not fully investigated (Kruchten 2000), in particular:

1 Although architecture design has been appreciated as an important ingredient in software 
development its purposes are not always well articulated.

2 What an architecture really is, is not always been very well articulated either.
3 The process for designing a software architecture is not always well described and frequently 

seems to rely more on the architects’ tacit skill rather than on expressed knowledge and 
engineering practices.

From this list of SAD problems the issue of SAD purposes appear most appealing for two reasons. 
First, if researchers are not aware of the purposes of attended practitioners to develop a SAD, suitable 
methods will probably never be developed. Second, investigating the issue of SAD purposes, an 
opportunity to include industrial viewpoints in the thesis was provided.

From the topic of SAD purposes a hypothesis was formed, questioning whether the purposes from 
SAD methods match the purposes of SAD maintained by industry:

The purposes for software architecture design pursued by architecture design methods do 
not match the purposes for software architecture design pursued by the software industry.

Thus, this report investigates whether the purposes for architectural software design proclaimed by 
available methods and processes meet up to the needs identified by industry, assuming that such 
needs has been identified.
The research scope includes two forms of information gathering: a literature survey of available SAD 
design methods and their purposes, and an industrial survey, both described in detail in the 
methodology section below. Using the literature and industrial survey, an analysis of purposes is 
performed. The analysis does not include analysis of the effectiveness of each method or process, and 
the procedure by which they propose the design to be conducted is only briefly investigated in order 
to verify that the method or process supported its claims.

It might be useful to point out that by “method or process” neither architectural styles or patterns 
are included, since they are conceived to be more concerned with the form of the finished architecture 
rather than the procedure to establish one. Further, the scope of processes and methods also excludes 
the analysis of such general design techniques as object-orientated design, and analysis, or 
component-based development.

The industrial survey aims at identifying current needs and purposes for architectural design of 
software within software developing companies. It also investigates the use of specific design 
methods or processes at participating companies in order to illuminate method-purpose relationships. 

1 This paper considers ‘methods’ and ‘processes’ as synonyms. Some literature describe their design approach as a process 
while others prefer method and we will not try to change this when discussing individual methods or processes, however, 
when discussing design approaches in general the terms ‘method’ and ‘process’ will be considered the same.
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1.3 Methodology

Research projects in any form, even student projects such as this, involve a commitment to: “original 
investigation undertaken in order to gain knowledge and understanding” according to the HEFCE 
(Higher Education Funding Council for England). Such an undertaking is best approached in a 
structured and methodical manner, as Sharp and Howard introduced to their definition of research, 
which is essentially the same as HEFCE’s definition but with the addition that research also includes 
seeking through methodical processes to increase knowledge (Dawson 2000). Just like when
designing software architectures.

In defining a research process for this project the sequential view, defined by Greenfield in 
Research Methods Guidance for Postgraduates (Dawson 2000) is used as a starting point. The 
sequential approach by Greenfield involves four steps of research:

 Review of the field;
 Theory building, based on the review of the field;
 Testing the theory;
 Reflecting on the test results and integration of your new knowledge with that of others.

Although this approach is a good starting point, the ‘theory building’ and ‘field review’ activities 
need to exchange places in the sequential order, thus the resulting approach would be closer to the 
generalised process (Dawson 2000).

Specifying the activities of the generalised sequential process to more specifically reflect this 
particular research project, the resulting activities are presented in the list below:

 Defining hypothesis (theory building);
 Literature survey and analysis (field review);
 Industrial survey and analysis (field review 2);
 Comparing literature and industry survey results (testing the theory);
 Analysing the comparison results (reflection on results);
 Presentation (sharing the results with others).

In order to define the hypothesis and validate the research, an initial search for articles and other 
research literature describing SAD methods and SAD method purposes was conducted. Then, having 
verified the novelty criteria of the research and formulated the hypothesis, an extended literature 
survey was conducted.

The literature survey of articles, papers, and books were focused on the university library at BTH, 
IEEE database, ACM database and ELIN database network, but, in some cases, for example 
concerning the HOOD and Catalysis methods, some out-of-scope resources were also necessary to 
complete the method reviews. 

During the literature and analysis phase the collected literature was also verified for its value in 
this research. Notes from relevant articles and other literature concerning architecture design 
procedures and purposes were collected to form a base when writing the literature survey chapter.

The industrial survey activity was initiated by the formulation of a questionnaire to be used in 
gathering information concerning the purpose for, and approach to software architecture design from 
participating companies. Using the definition of questionnaire by Robert and Barbara Sommer 
(Jakkal and Duck 2004): 

“Using a series of questions on a topic about which the respondent’s written opinions are sought”
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Following the guidelines for writing a good questionnaire by Janhvi Jakkal and Kyung-Duck Woo 
(Jakkal and Duck 2004), a cover-letter was provided to each approached company, explaining the 
purpose of the research and guidelines of how to answer the questions as well as an approximation of 
how much time answering the questionnaire might take. The questionnaire consists of 13 questions, 
divided in three groups, using the funnel approach (Jakkal and Duck 2004), starting by general 
questions and then gradually digging into deeper details of the SAD purposes (see Appendix A).

The approached companies were selected using three criteria: previous contact with the company 
(either personal contact or through social network), previous knowledge about the company’s 
experience with SAD, and the domain for which they were developing software (did the company 
develop in a new or a previously explored domain?). Fulfilment of all three criteria was not necessary 
when contacting the company, but priorities were given to companies according to these properties. 
Sadly, this approach resulted in a very small set of companies whereof not all decided to, or were able 
to, participate; this issue is further discussed in the discussion chapter.

When the industrial and literature survey were completed and analysed a comparison of the 
accumulated data was initiated to determine how well the purposes from researchers in the area and 
the needs of industry matched. From this conclusions were drawn and discussed in relation to the 
research hypothesis.

The final phase of the project was presentation, i.e. producing this thesis report and preparing the 
project presentation. Two feedback providers, colleague Przemyslaw Rutski and supervisor Dr. 
Mikael Svahnberg as well as some guidelines and inspiration from report writing standards and 
previous year’s theses supported the presentation activity.

1.4 Definition of Software Architecture Design

In general terms software architecture can be said to be the decomposition and structure of software 
components and how these parts of the system are interconnected (Garlan and Perry 1994). This is 
also how the IEEE glossary of terminology (Abran et. al. 2004) defines software architecture, and 
thus software architecture design would either be the process by which this configuration of the 
system is defined, or the documents describing its configuration.
This provide a general understanding of what SAD is, but how SAD relates to other software design 
activities and specifications is still uncertain. In order to define these relations, Amnon H. Eden and 
Rick Kazman (Eden & Kazman 2003) argues that a distinction between those activities can be made 
by analysing two properties of the activities: intentionality and locality. 
The intentionality property concerns the manner in which the activity excludes or includes variations 
to the final solution. The intentionality property is considered to fulfil one of two attributes in the 
article, intentional vs. extensional. If the activity is intentional, then it determines the different 
variations acceptable by applying a generalised rule, e.g. an intentional way of defining what is a car 
could be the statement “a car must have four wheels and an engine”, thus everything with four wheels 
and an engine may be considered a car. The opposite, the extensional way, is to say that a car must 
either be a Volvo, SAAB, Ford, VW, Toyota or Porsche, thus enumerating all the acceptable 
elements. With this way of looking at the activities we can conclude that architecture and design 
activities are usually intentional while implementation is extensional (design and architecture might 
state that a client should respond to user inputs by connecting to a server and verify if the user has 
appropriate access rights, while in code it is stated explicitly exactly how the client makes this 
connection and request). This still does not separate design from architectural design though, and thus 
we need to consult the locality property.
The locality property determines the influence scope of a specification. The idea is that the 
specifications can either be local to a specific part of the system, thus not concerning any other parts 
beyond than its interfaces, or the specification may influence the entire system – thus being non-local. 
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In this aspect architecture design is considered non-local while (detailed) design is considered local. 
This does not mean that we cannot have a detailed design of the whole system, but that when the 
detailed design is considered one piece at a time of the system is considered, while when working on 
the architecture the system is considered as a whole.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis report is decomposed into six chapters: Introduction, Literature Review, Industrial Survey 
Analysis, Literature and Industrial Purpose Analysis, Discussion, and finally Conclusions and 
Further Studies chapters.

This chapter provided the introduction and necessary background information to proceed with the 
actual purpose of the thesis, i.e. investigating the purpose-match between industry and research 
community. This investigation starts with a literature survey of identified SAD methods presented in 
the next chapter: Literature Review.

The literature review presents each identified SAD method at a time by giving a brief general 
introduction to the method and the sources used, the purposes of the method identified from the 
literature, and finally a description of the actual design procedure using that particular SAD method.

In the third chapter the results of the industrial survey are presented and analysed in order to 
establish what purposes of SAD are pursued by software developing companies. Each company is 
presented in their own section, determining just what purposes they appear to pursue.

In chapter four the industrial and literature surveys are compared and analysed in order to establish 
their connectivity. In the fifth chapter the reliability of the analysis results are discussed in order to 
determine the scope of the conclusions possible to derive from the research.

Finally the conclusions from the research are presented in the sixth chapter, together with a brief 
summary of suggested research topics for later projects.
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When I am working on a 
problem, I never think about 
beauty. I think only of how to 
solve the problem. But when I 
have finished, if the solution is not 
beautiful, I know it is wrong. 

(R Buckminster Fuller)

Chapter II - Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a literature study of software architecture design methods. The review presents 
an overview of some of the available methods for different forms of software development. In this 
research we have distinguished between four groups of development: distributed development, 
domain engineering, and general software development, and real-time systems development. These 
four forms of development have led to the characterisation of four types of architecture design 
methods: DIStributed Development Architecture design methods (DISDA), Domain Engineering 
Software Architecture Design methods (DESAD), Generalised software architecture design methods 
(General), and, finally; REal-Time ARchitecture Design methods (RETARD).

In table 2.1 below, software architecture design methods and sources, a summary of the reviewed 
methods as organized into the four method groups are presented, together with the utilized sources of 
information for this survey. The methods were selected with help of a set of selection criteria: the 
method was described in literature found within the scope of the literature survey; the method has 
some specific purposes for its use, i.e. some reasons why it should be used instead of another method; 
the method has a complete focus on software development, some methods found were rather system
architecture methods rather than software architecture methods; and finally, the method adds new
purposes for SAD to the list of identified purposes.

As stated in the scope section of the previous chapter, it has been necessary to impose limitations 
on the extent of the literature, and consequently methods, covered. The scope for the survey include: 
IEEE Xplore database, ACM digital library, ELIN@Blekinge database network, and the university 
library at BTH. 

This chapter is structured according to the identified types of architecture design methods, 
beginning each group-section with a brief motivation for the definition of that group of methods, and 
why the methods of that group were selected to be part of the review. Within the group-section each 
method is presented individually with a brief introduction to the method, presenting the sources of 
information, followed by the subsections: Purpose and Design Procedure.

The design procedure subsection presents the approach to how SAD should be done according to 
the specific method, in order to achieve the purposes aimed for by the method creators. Exactly what 
the purposes are is covered by the purpose paragraph.

Finishing each group of methods is a brief discussion concerning the purposes of methods 
presented and what architecture and design procedure properties support the purposes.

At the end of the chapter a summary of purposes and their respective methods is presented. 
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Group Method/Process Utilized sources
DIPS Framework Designing the Distributed Architecture DIPS for 

Cooperative Software Engineering (Scherer et. al.
1997).

D
IS

D
A

Dynamic PARSE Method Dynamic Distributed Architecture Design with 
PARSE-DAT (Liu 2000).

DAGAR Method DAGAR: A Process for Domain Architecture 
Definition and Asset Implementation (Klingler & 
Solderisch 1996).

D
E

S
A

D

Catalysis Method Components with Catalysis, Cost-Effective Software 
Development (D’Souza 2004), A Product Line 
Architecture for Workflow Management Systems with 
Component-Based Development (Gimenes et. al. 
2003).

ADD Method Introduction To Attribute Driven Design (Bachmann 
& Bass 2001), The Architecture Based Design 
Method (Bachmann et. al. 2000).

Unnamed Methods ‘A’ & ‘B’ Software Architecture and Design - Principles, 
Models and Methods (Witt et. al. 1994).

QASAR Method Design and Use of Software Architecture - Adopting 
and Evolving a Product-Line Approach (Bosch 2000).

Rational’s Architecture Design 
Method

Rational Unified Process - An Introduction (Kruchten 
2000).

G
en

er
al

Goal-Directed Design Method Software Design: In Search of Method (Dromey 
1998).

R
E

T
A

R
D

HOOD Method Defining Software Architectures Using the 
Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design Method 
(HOOD™) (Carmichael 1992), HOOD - An 
industrial Approach to the HOOD method (Rosen 
2004) (sample), and The HOOD User Manual
(HOOD 2004).

Table 2:1 Software architecture design methods and sources 

2.2 Distributed Development Architecture Design Methods

This section is devoted to architecture design methods facing the challenge of distributed 
development. Distributed development has become a common approach in developing e.g. 
information systems. Since information systems often require the collaboration of large amounts of 
people, it has been deemed appropriate to divide these groups into smaller, often geographically 
scattered groups. This brings challenges to the scattered teams, though, since they often lack 
sufficient knowledge of what other teams are currently working on, making it difficult for all teams to 
pull in the same direction (Farshchian 2001).

Two methods for SAD within a distributed development environment have been identified: DIPS 
and Dynamic PARSE (Scherer et. al. 1997, Liu 2000). Despite the challenges brought by the 
distributed development environment DIPS is focused on development of distributed software, 
whereas Dynamic PARSE takes on the challenges of parallel systems development.
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2.2.1 Distributed Integrated Process Services Framework

The Distributed Integrated Process Services (DIPS) is both a process framework for distributed 
development and evaluation of distributed software as well as the name of the project that formulated 
it. The DIPS project was run by a research group at Computer Engineering and Networks Lab at the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. The projects were an effort to organize and 
formulize software development processes so they are easier to evolve and improve.

The information gathered on the DIPS project and process framework comes from the article 
Designing the Distributed Architecture DIPS for Cooperative Software Engineering (Scherer et. al. 
1997) by Daniel Sherer, Tobias Murer and Andy Würtz.

Purpose

There are more factors than the complexity and size of a system that affects the needs for defined 
development processes and methods. One such factor can be the environment within which the 
system is developed, especially if the environment means distributed development involving many 
teams, from possibly different companies or nations. The DIPS project developed a framework of 
processes to support development in a distributed environment. 

Distributed software development enables companies to specialize their development to key 
technical sections and by component based development companies can combine efforts to produce 
better systems. However, distributed development also poses new problems: distributed teams with
different development cultures puts strains on the communication facilities, and distributed 
development often aim at developing distributed heterogeneous systems.

By providing a process framework containing a model of hierarchical activity objects, linked 
through dependencies, DIPS aims to support this form of development. The framework of activities 
covers the entire development scope through deployment and maintenance, but we will focus on the 
architectural aspects of this framework.

Design Procedure

The architectural design process connected with the DIPS framework is initiated by an analysis of 
main operations of the system being developed, using the functional requirements as input. These 
operations are then used in making estimations of the usage patterns of the system: how different 
operations will be used, how heavily they will be loaded, etc. The goal is to build an understanding of 
which operations will be most common and how they will be executed. Further, this understanding of 
how the processes will be executed is used to compare design solutions from the viewpoint of a set of 
important quality requirements, such as: availability, reliability, and efficiency. The idea is to use 
estimated values in the usage patterns to define the non-functional requirements and then discuss 
different architecture solutions, made from these analyses.

It is likely, although the literature is not explicit on this point, that the usage patterns are used to 
configure the distribution of different system components. Thus, components that are dependent of 
each other to execute the more common or critical usage patterns would be co-located in one node, 
presumably at a node close to the node from where the usage pattern is initiated.

Further, the analysis of the quality requirements aims at transforming the usage patterns into a set 
of complete, potential, architectures. Exactly how the analysis of requirements is supposed to result in 
architectural design is not further elaborated upon. 

When an adequate amount of potential architectures have been assembled, an evaluation and 
selection process of the presented alternatives starts. The evaluation process begins with the 
identification of feature variants of the architecture solutions, focusing on how the usage patterns are 
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integrated in the architecture. When evaluating the architecture variants special attention is paid to 
data storage and management facilities.

The DIPS SAD process described above is summarized in figure 2.1 below. The DIPS design 
process is interpreted as a bottom-up approach since it proceeds from identifying system processes to 
collaborations of these processes into usage patterns.

Figure 2.1 Bottom-up design method of DIPS. Model is interpreted.

2.2.2 Dynamic PARSE Architecture Design Method

According to our definitions of software architecture in the introductory chapter, architecture design 
is concerned with the overall composition of a system. Thus we can argue that structural design of a 

INPUT:
Functional Requirements

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3 

Step 4  

Identify core system 
operations from 
functional requirements.

Describe usage patterns 
for system operations

Combine usage patterns 
to produce a set of high 
level design solutions

Architectural selection 
based on quality 
requirements evaluation

OUTPUT:
Final Architecture
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software system is part of the architecture.
The structural design of distributed parallel systems face a number of complex problems which 

needs support from structured methods, some of these structural problems are: definition of 
communication protocols between system components, synchronization, and concurrent data access 
issues. The Dynamic PARSE architecture design method was developed to manage these problems.

One way in which Dynamic PARSE manages these problems is to decompose the system into 
many different kinds of process objects, where each kind of process object has its own certain 
characteristics. For example the distinction between dynamic and static process objects determine 
which process objects can be introduced or removed at runtime, while sub-categories of these 
determine what objects controls the communication channels between objects, which objects manages 
the data and which objects provide the system functionality.

The information concerning PARSE is derived from the article Dynamic Distributed Architecture 
Design with PARSE-DAT (Liu 2000) by Anna Liu.

Purpose

The initial purpose for developing PARSE was to support the development of loosely coupled parallel 
software systems. From there the method has evolved to also cover support of developing loosely 
coupled distributed applications.

As mentioned, distributed and concurrent software systems face problems of complexity not 
inherent in other software systems, relating to communication and synchronization issues, and 
PARSE provides a structured approach to deal with these problems. When practising this approach, 
architects are also encouraged to consider possibilities to reuse certain process objects (see Design 
Procedure subsection).

Design Procedure

We define the Dynamic PARSE design method as recursive approach to architectural decomposition 
of distributed parallel systems. Generally, the method can be described as six step repeatable 
decomposition top-down design method. The six stages of design are:

 Identify system components.
 Classify system components into groups of: active control process object, function process -, 

or data server objects. The active control process objects can either be composite or primitive 
objects. When identifying function process objects and data server objects, the architects are
encouraged to pay attention to reusability properties of these objects.

 Identify dynamic process objects and specify how these objects are created and deleted using 
PARSE process graph design notation (basically a notation technique to determine how and 
by whom dynamic objects are introduced to and removed from the system).

 Specify process objects’ communication paths (either: synchronous, asynchronous, 
bidirectional-synchronous or broadcast communication).

 Specify reconfigurable communications through inspecting dynamic communication paths 
(the communication paths are controlled by process objects, if these objects are dynamic; the 
process paths become dynamic too, and needs careful consideration).

 If composite process objects has been identified (second stage): repeat the decomposition 
process for each of these objects until all process objects are decomposed into primitive 
objects.

As the architecture design is gradually taking shape, the verification of the architecture through the 
use of the Dynamic PARSE-DAT analysis tool is encouraged by the team behind the Dynamic 
PARSE design method. The iterative architectural design is supported as continual feedback is 
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provided by the analysis guides the design decisions forward.

2.2.3 Purposes and Properties Discussion – Distributed Parallel System Methods

Summarizing the two methods described above the purposes identified in this section are:

 Support distributed development of heterogeneous software through integration of 
development processes into a defined framework (DIPS);

 Support development of parallel systems through separating process object into many 
different types (Dynamic PARSE);

Developing software in a distributed environment obviously entails a number of “extra” challenges 
compared to “normal”, i.e. not distributed development. For example, in distributed development you 
might have to deal with: cultural differences (Scherer et. al. 1997), lack of face-to-face 
communication (Farshchian 2001), different development environments (Scherer et. al. 1997), etc. 
The two methods covered in this section attempts to counter those challenges by either integrating the 
development processes into a specified framework of consecutive activities; or, in the case of 
Dynamic PARSE, to focus on breaking down the complexity of the system developed, so that the 
issue of a distributed environment becomes less of a problem.

Whether either or both of these approaches proves successful in practice only time will tell for 
sure. Very little research seems to have been done with the focus on determining what factors, or 
properties are necessary in a design process to reach selected goals, thus we can only provide our own 
judgements and thoughts in this area.

The problem at hand is easy to define: a distributed environment means that a lot of people work 
on the same project at different locations. The suggested solutions in both methods presented are 
related to more strict definitions, either of the development activities or of the composite parts of the 
system. However, well defined process stages or component interfaces and behaviours is not 
particular for distributed development. Even though the idea is good as a means to lessen necessary 
communication between development teams, more can be done. For example, neither method 
analyses how different tasks should be distributed among the different teams. This is perhaps not an 
issue central to architecture design methods, but it is still an issue of concern for the software 
architects, thus it could at least have been mentioned.

A second issue, of a more technical manner, is consideration of what tools to use when designing 
architectures in a distributed environment. In this case Dynamic PARSE is tied to a design tool called 
PARSE-DAT. 

Conclusively, it is our understanding that although both Dynamic PARSE and DIPS do support 
distributed development, both – and DIPS in particular, leave room for improvements. This 
conclusion is however influenced by the lack of thoroughness in consulted literature.

2.3 Domain Engineering Software Architecture Design Methods

Domain engineering (DE), or product line development, is based on the idea that systems within a 
domain or product family usually share a common set of features, and that these shared features can 
be identified and managed to support reuse through the development of a common set of assets. 
(Clements & Northrop 2000).

The reuse is organized by developing an asset base from which development of finished systems 
mine necessary components. The reuse can take different forms but the most common so far have 
been reuse of code, however, a trend towards more general reuse of different software artefacts, like 
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requirements, architectures, and other specifications is visible (Serif & Vinze 2001).
The two DE methods presented in this section where chosen because together they illustrate both 

the technical and business aspects of DE. While the DAGAR method is described as a method for 
merging the domain modelling with the architecture design (i.e. technical focus), Catalysis stress the 
importance business of merging and technical models and languages.

2.3.1 The DAGAR Method

The DAGAR (Domain Architecture-based Generation for Ada Reuse) SAD method is an architecture 
design method for DE. 

Although the DAGAR is most certainly a SAD method, it does not really result in a system 
architecture design description, but an architecture design for a whole family of systems. Thus, after 
completing the DAGAR architecture, design modifications and additions will be necessary to produce 
the individual system's software design. All this and more is described in the article DAGAR: A 
Process for Domain Architecture Definition and Asset Implementation by Carol Diane Klingler and 
James Solderitsch (Klingler & Solderisch 1996).

Purpose

The DAGAR method was developed as a domain architecture engineering method to combine with 
domain engineering methods, such as the ODM (Organization Domain Modelling) method. The goal 
with ODM, and actually any other domain engineering method as well, is to procure organised, 
managed and repeatable reuse of software artefacts in software product line development 
environments. 

To be successful in domain engineering (using e.g. ODM) a domain model is produced. The 
domain model displays what systems and subsystems work within the domain at a very high level of 
abstraction. By knowing this, reuse can be planned and organised. The domain model is used as input 
to the DAGAR design process and the purpose of DAGAR is to have a method that makes full use of 
the domain model to achieve organized reuse in the architecture.

Design Procedure

The asset base architecture design phase using the DAGAR method is based on three high level 
processes: determine external architecture constraints, determine internal architecture constraints, 
and define asset base architecture.  The asset base architecture is supposed to be mapped onto 
different application architectures, meaning that the assets of the asset base architecture will interface 
different application components. Thus it becomes very important to define how the asset base can be 
interfaced. This sets the external architecture constraints for the asset architecture. The internal 
constraints (interfaces) are determined by how the components within the asset base are structured 
among themselves. The internal constraints also involves considering whether to layer the assets (in 
abstraction layers) to provide different levels of domain functionality, and how to distribute the 
domain functionality among different assets.

When the architecture constraints have been determined, the final step in designing the asset base 
architecture is launched, the process of defining the asset base architecture. This is done in three 
steps (decomposing an abstract process into three activities): develop top-level architecture, develop 
realm descriptions, and develop architecture description and test materials. Developing the top-level 
architecture identifies the realms and components. A realm is a module of functionality within the 
system and a component (in DAGAR vocabulary) is an instantiation of a realm. Further, the top-level 
architecture activity involves developing an architecture specification and diagrams using the 
identified realms and components. When the top level architecture has been produced the identified 
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realms are described in Ada package descriptions (develop realm descriptions). The realm 
descriptions are brief textual descriptions called Ada package description, a form of API 
documentation. When the realms has been described, the final tasks are to: compose functional 
subsystems from the realm descriptions, gather information on how application engineers can use the 
asset base to produce working applications, and test materials for the realms and subsystems are 
collected.

The asset base architecture design procedure following the DAGAR method is illustrated in figure 
2.2 below.

  

Figure 2.2 DAGAR design process
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The Catalysis SAD method is a general purpose DE architecture design method developed by 
Platinum Technology and based on component-based design principles and the UML language 
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A specific feature of the Catalysis method that highlights its concerns towards the business aspects 
of development is the focus it puts on developing a common vocabulary among financial and 
technical staff (D’Souza 2004).

The sources of information used in this section are: a presentation of catalysis method by 
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of Catalysis in a project published by IEEE A Product Line Architecture for Workflow Management 
Systems with Component-Based Development (Gimenes et. al. 2003).

Purpose

Catalysis defines a list of purposes that are pursued using this method. These purposes are:

 Traceability: cover the product-line development from business objective to code.
 Keep aligned with leading standards: incorporate the leading standards in use, such as UML 

and OMG (Object Management Group) standards.
 Precision: develop frameworks for components with plug-and-play interface specifications.
 Support reuse of specifications, design, and code.

As mentioned earlier, Catalysis puts a lot of effort on intertwining business and software 
development cultures, e.g. through a common vocabulary and modelling language, enabling 
traceability from objective to code (D’Souza 2004).

A problem, put in the light by Catalysis’ developers, is the use of heterogeneous software and 
hardware support, as well as methods and models being used, in enterprise development. This is why 
they promote the use of widely known standards and modelling languages, such as UML and OMG 
standards (D’Souza 2004).

Catalysis also strives to support organized reuse of design, specifications and code (D’Souza 
2004). This is achieved through normal domain engineering practices: development of an asset base 
and long term planning. The enforcement of standards aims to support reuse between projects, since 
at least the structure of code and documents are the same.

Design Procedure

The Catalysis design procedure has four steps:

 Requirements analysis
 System specification
 Architectural design
 Components’ internal design

Because the requirements analysis and system specification steps involve a level of system design, 
and in other reviewed methods the distinction has only been made between detailed and architectural 
design, we will stretch Catalysis’ definition of architectural design to also include those two initial 
phases of design.

In the requirements analysis phase the domain model and business objectives are used as input to 
identify which systems are likely to be part of the product family and what their specific features and 
functionalities (very high level of abstraction) to be used in the product line could be (Gimenes et. al. 
2003).

The second step is called system specification and in this step the individual systems are analysed 
for their behaviours, which is encapsulated as abstract elements called types. Each type is represented 
in the design as a class diagram. Together the types make up the static type model, which is the main 
artefact from this phase (Gimenes et. al. 2003).

The third phase, which ends the architectural design, is the activity architectural design. In this 
step the types from the static type model are decomposed into packages (Gimenes et. al. 2003). 
Because the types are actually encapsulated behaviours, their interfaces might not be easily definable, 
and the types might be inconveniently interleaved. The packages created in there are more 
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autonomous elements, with specified interfaces adapted for Catalysis component-based plug-and-play 
frameworks.

2.3.3 Purposes and Properties Discussion – Domain Engineering Methods

Similar to the case in SAD methods for distributed development domain engineering also has its 
predefined, explicit goal: reuse.

In his thesis Variability in Software Systems - The Key to Software Reuse (van Gurp 2000) Jilles 
van Gurp argues that to achieve reuse in a software product lines it is essential to manage variability 
in the product line architecture description. The importance of variability has also been recognized by 
the authors of the DAGAR method, which points out that in the realm descriptions of the domain 
architecture it is necessary to allow for “holes” in the specifications, points of variability that will be 
determined at product assembly time. However, although the DAGAR method acknowledges the 
need for variability, there are no guidelines given on how to spot variability points or how to plan 
them into the design.

The Catalysis method is also concerned with reuse, but instead of using “holes” in component 
specifications Catalysis advocates the use of generic model components, a form of archetype 
components.

In both methods variability of some form is approached, however, in neither method do we find 
guidelines on how to identify these points of variability.

The Catalysis method also aims for purposes other than organized reuse. The other purposes 
identified are: traceability from business objective down to code; alignment with leading standards; 
and precision of specifications and design models. Using standards and being precise when 
developing specifications and design is up to the practitioners of a method; traceability, however, puts 
some requirements on the method itself. The Catalysis approach to traceability is a shared vocabulary 
and utilization of the same modelling language in business and software system models. Integrating 
business and technology language and models intuitively seems a good approach, hopefully resulting 
in smaller switches between development phases, and thus less room for misinterpretations. 

2.4 General Software Architecture Design Methods

Although a number of SAD methods focus on specific software domains or development strategies, 
the bulk of methods are still more general in nature. In this thesis these methods are collectively 
referred to as general software architecture design methods.

Although the methods presented below all are developed to suit various forms of development, 
they all distinguish themselves through their various approaches to the architectural design tasks. The 
selection of methods for this group is based on two criteria: the explicitness by which the methods are 
described in literature, and the availability of that literature.

2.4.1 Attribute Driven Design Method

The Attribute Driven Design (ADD) method was developed by a cooperative group of researchers at 
the Carnegie Mellon University and Robert Boosch, GmBH. It is a wide-purpose, high level 
architecture design method with its focus on the initial steps of SAD, when requirements are usually 
not very detailed yet. It is developed to suit a wide range of software development domains. However, 
it is merely concerned with the initial set of decisions for the software design, illustrated by the 
conceptual architecture (Bachmann & Bass 2001), thus it should not be considered a complete 
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solution, but instead as a key ingredient in a blend of methods, each responsible for a single steps in 
the development process. The conceptual architecture can be said to provide an overview of three key 
elements to a system’s composition (Bachmann & Bass 2001):

 Functional decomposition of the system (into conceptual components)
 Identification of concurrent threads or processes (these are not determined to be one of either, 

but rather as conceptual needs for concurrent execution)
 Identification of distribution or network configurations.

The sources used here are: Introduction To Attribute Driven Design (Bachmann & Bass 2001) by 
Felix Baschmann and Len Bass, and The Architecture Based Design Method (Bachmann et. al. 2000)
by the two previous authors as well as Gary Chastek, Patrick Donohoe and Fabio Peruzzi.

Purpose

The Attribute Driven Design (ADD) method was developed as a result of realising that the main 
determination property of a system's resulting quality characteristics is its underlying architecture 
(Bachmann & Bass 2001). However, to gain control over a systems architecture, control of 
architectural mechanisms is necessary. Architectural mechanisms are codified knowledge of how to 
decompose a system through the identification of architectural drivers. Architectural drivers are the 
set of key functional, quality and business requirements that form the essence of a system (Bachmann 
et. al. 2000). Identifying architectural drivers and mechanisms is a top-ranking objective on the ADD 
agenda.

Besides the long term goal to identify and codify architectural mechanisms, ADD has two main 
(short term) purposes: ensure that adequate measures are taken in the early design so as to fulfil 
quality requirements of the system, and to rapidly produce an initial architecture that allows for an 
early initiation of subsequent design activities. 

Design Procedure

The ADD method is a recursive decomposition method (Bachmann et. al. 2000). It works by 
identifying architectural drivers by analysing functional, quality and business requirements. As 
architectural drivers are revealed, the work on defining architectural views is commenced. ADD uses 
three views, inspired by Kruchten’s four view approach from -95 (Kruchten 1995), but these views 
are called: logical, concurrency and deployment (Bachmann et. al. 2000). These views illustrate the 
three key elements of the ADD architecture (see above). When designing these three views, the ADD 
method suggests particular consideration of three important issues: variability vs. commonalities, 
usage of templates and architectural drivers (Bachmann et. al. 2000).

Variability and commonalities are of special concern when designing for a product family, since 
products within a specific domain are likely to share a number of properties, components that 
encapsulate these properties should as much as possible be reused between products. 

Using templates is also a matter of reuse, although more suited for reuse within a particular 
product rather than between products. Templates are used to capture important functionality that it is 
necessary that many parts of the system are able to execute. These functionalities are usually more a 
matter of system infrastructure and overall characteristics than user requested functionality 
(Bachmann et. al. 2000).

Architectural drivers are, as stated before, a set of key requirements that together form the 
essentials of the system.
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2.4.2 Two Methods by Bernad I. Witt, F. Terry Baker and Everett W. Merrit

In this section we actually present two methods for SAD. The reason for doing this is that the basis 
for developing both methods are the same, they are developed by the same people and for the same 
reasons. Also, neither method was given a specific name; as a result they are presented here with the 
pseudonyms method A and method B respectively. More detailed descriptions of the two methods can 
be found in the book Software Architecture and Design - Principles, Models and Methods by Witt, 
Baker and Merrit (Witt et. al. 1994).

Purpose

The creators of these methods argue that the overall objective of SAD is to "... produce a consistent 
set of views of the system and its parts, presented in a structure that satisfies the needs of both the 
end-users and later designers". An interesting point in this definition, and certainly a deliberate one, 
is the idea that the architecture should satisfy the needs, not only of the systems designers, but also its 
end users. This is necessary to make the architecture robust enough to address changed user needs 
(malleable design, table 2.2). Another point made is the use of multiple views of the system. This is 
because the amount of information used to describe a system’s architecture easily becomes 
unmanageable if concentrated to one document (conceptual integrity, table 2.2).

A common trait among these goals is that they all are connected with specific design paradigms, 
or principles. The goals and principles for these two methods are presented in table 2.2 below.

Design objective Design principle Description
Modularity Modular design High cohesion, low coupling
Portability Portable design Modules and components 

should be independent of their 
environment

Malleability Malleable design The design should reflect end 
users view of the world, to 
easier adapt changes from the 
users

Make sure the designers and 
architects always can grasp 
the whole of the particular 
situation they are working 
with.

Principle of intellectual 
control

Each level of design should 
describe the system or system 
part, using only so many 
concepts that a person may 
work with at any certain time.

Conceptual integrity Principle of conceptual 
integrity

Use limited number of design 
styles; one system should be 
one system, not mix of 
subsystems.

Table 2.2 Design principles and their objectives

Design Procedures

The authors present two methods when applying these principles, as mentioned we simply name them 
method A and B. Method A is a three step, top-down method using object-based design technique, 
being similar to the familiar object-oriented technique, object-based aims to model problem domain 
objects from the user perspective, rather than the actual objects interacting in the final system. 
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The three steps of method A are: first; define the system boundary, second; identify system clients and 
servers and third; interface mappings. The first step, system boundary definition, is focused on 
identifying which parts of e.g. a complete solution model should be included in the system under 
development; this is common practice in e.g. product line development. It can also be useful if 
produced systems are tailored to suit different customers. 

During the second step of the architecture design it is common with a functional decomposition, 
assigning functional requirements to components within the system to be managed by them leaving 
the issue of how to do this to detailed design. While certainly doable, this is however not optimal in a 
case where several requirements, assigned to different parts of the system, need to access the same 
data. To counter this inefficiency method A defines system clients and system servers instead.

System clients and servers are decompositions of the whole system. The decomposition begins by 
distinguishing between data and functionality, e.g. in the requirements specification (thus before we 
actually begin the architectural design). Using the sets of data and functionality system servers are 
defined to provide the system clients with the data needed to execute the functions of the system, 
while the system clients encapsulates the functionality if the system. This way data and functionality 
is separated, data can be more efficiently managed and as a bonus the system becomes more scalable.

The last step of this method is to map the interfaces from the system towards operating system and 
hardware devices, parallel systems and the users.

Method B also has a top-down approach to the architecture design. Method B is more of a 
continuous-improvement method where each phase in the process enhances some part of the previous 
design whereas method A involves three distinct design steps. Method B has four steps of design: 
sketching, organizing, specifying and optimising (see table 2.3 below).

Phase Description
Sketching Identify the critical components of the 

system.
Organising Describe these components informally by

defining the essentials of their inner structure.
Specifying Specify the interfaces between the 

components and their behaviours.
Optimising Enhance the architecture to meet non-

functional requirements that are not contained 
in specific components. Configure a 
development strategy.

Table 2.3 Method B phase descriptions

2.4.3 Quality Attribute-oriented Software Architecture Design Method

The Quality Attribute-oriented Software Architecture (QASAR) design method was developed as a 
method to balance the impact between functional requirements and quality requirements on the 
architecture design. The problem faced was basically that before its birth few software architects and 
SAD methods were concerned with or able to deal with quality requirements of systems. The result 
was that systems were almost exclusively design and developed based on their functional 
requirements, and when complete they were optimised to fulfil the quality requirements.

This was identified as a problem since it meant that the qualitative phase of the SAD was done 
bottom-up instead of top-down, which in many cases are counter intuitive for architecture design. A 
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solution on how to attain top-down quality design was presented by Bosch in his book Design and 
Use of Software Architecture - Adopting and Evolving a Product-Line Approach (Bosch 2000).

Purpose

The author argues that earlier methods for architectural design too often disregard quality 
requirements in the design. Typically the only such requirements given any heed were requirements 
on reusability and/or maintainability, simply by utilizing object-oriented technology. The purpose of 
this method is therefore to better meet the quality requirements on a system. It is also an important 
underlying belief that quality properties of the system are often determined by the configuration of the 
system as a whole rather than being dependent on singular components, thus it is deemed important to 
deal with quality requirements while still working with the whole system view.

Design Procedure

SAD using the QASAR method begins by identifying the system context. The system context is 
described by its interfaces to underlying hardware or operating systems, peer systems and higher level 
systems and/or users. The system context is derived through analysing both functional and quality 
requirements.

Once the context has been defined it is time to look at the internals of the system. At a very high 
level of abstraction the system can be defined through its core abstractions. The core abstractions are 
similar to the architectural drivers of the ADD method, but these are not just requirements, but 
interpreted requirements; interpreted into stable, abstract, archetypes of the system. The knowledge of 
which archetypes to use is still heavily dependent on experience and creativity. 

Figure 2.3 QASAR design method (interpreted)
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Once a workable set of archetypes and their relationships to each other have been identified, we 
step down to the level of components. The identification of components and their infrastructure fulfils 
the purpose of ensuring that the system incorporates all the functional requirements.

When the necessary components have been identified the functionality-based architecture design 
is finished, and it is time to balance the architecture for quality requirements. This is done by quality 
assessments and architecture transformations. An assessment is made for each quality requirement 
and can be done in different ways, e.g. by comparing two possible solutions through the use of 
scenarios or by mathematical models, etc.

When, or if, a deficiency or fault has been located the architecture is transformed in some way, 
e.g. by imposing an architectural style or pattern, rebalancing some design principles or by applying a 
design pattern. 

The architectural design procedure of the QASAR method described above is summarized and 
illustrated in figure 2.3, QASAR design method, above.

2.4.4 Rational's Architecture Design Method

Rational Software has developed a process and tool framework called Rational Unified Processes 
(RUP). This is a generally applicable framework, supposed to support various forms of development, 
whether it is large or small scale, domain or single product development, in any software-enhanced 
domain. 

The idea of RUP is to collect and combine a mass of knowledge distributed among companies, in 
the form of experience and best practices, as well as universities and research institutes, in the form of 
component based theory and object oriented design guidelines. 

The information on the RUP framework used in this section is derived from the book Rational 
Unified Process - An Introduction (Kruchten 2000) by Philippe Kruchten.

Purpose

As stated, RUP is a process and tool framework, and it involves processes covering the whole 
development spectrum. A part of this process framework is dedicated to the design of software 
architectures – the analysis and design phase.

An understanding of the purpose for this method can be gained by analysing the definition of 
software architecture used by Kruchten in (Kruchten 2000). According to the definition, architecture 
design is involved with decision making in many different areas, such as components structure, 
required functionality, and distribution of threads and processes. To handle these issues, Rational’s 
method uses different views to describe different aspects of the system. These views can then be 
understood and elaborated on by different specialists in the detailed design phase. It is important not 
only to make sure the system contain all required functionality, distributed among suitable 
subsystems and components, the architecture should also provide with views of how different 
processes and threads cooperate within the system, and how processes and data are distributed among 
the hardware resources, etc. 

The use of views is a natural effect of the desire to make RUP a generally applicable development 
framework, since different forms of systems face challenges at different levels of the system 
composition.

Design Procedure

The RUP analysis and design process definition is built up around a collaboration of three entities: 
workers, artefacts and activities. 

In the architecture design phase there are two main worker types: architects and designers. The 
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architects coordinate the technical activities and build the skeleton architecture views of the system. 
As the architects develop these views, it is used as input as the designers add details to the design by 
defining responsibilities, operations and attributes to the identified elements. The process may also 
include some optional workers, e.g. design and architecture reviewers, database designers or in case 
of a real-time system development project, capsule designers.

RUP uses the 4+1 view approach to SAD (Kruchten 1995). The 4+1 view concept involves: the 
logical, implementation, process, and deployment views. The extra, or "+1" view, is the use case view 
and its purpose is to unite and validate the other four views and to identify any missing parts that 
might have slipped between. The views are captured in the main artefact of the architecture design 
phase, the architecture document. The second artefact is the design model and contains descriptions 
of how different design elements of the system collaborate with each other. 

The activities binding workers and artefacts together are displayed in figure 2.4 below.  

Figure 2.4 RUP SAD activities
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software development for differing software domains and in different environments. As the name of 
the method suggests, it is also about focusing the high level architecture design on system goals, 
instead of system behaviour or data decomposition. There are two basic reasons why to focus on the 
goals at this level of design: (1) at this early stage of system design and specification, system goals 
are one of very few properties of the desired system we can expect to be thoroughly investigated, and 
(2) the use of a goal oriented approach to problem solving has proved itself to be a most successful 
method in many other human endeavours.

Further, the Goal-Directed design method has three more specific purposes:

 Support the design of a robust high level architecture that is resilient to changes.
 Facilitate reuse of existing knowledge and software components.
 To produce a designer independent method, meaning that two designers working on the same 

problem using the method should produce resembling results. 

Design Procedure

The Goal-Directed design method can be defined as an iterative four step goal decomposing design 
method. The method works by iteratively breaking down the system into final and intermediary goals, 
where the intermediary goals represents data that is necessary to achieve a higher level goal.

The four steps of the design procedure are explained below, and figure 2.5 to the left illustrates an 
example of how the method can be practised. The figure illustrates an iteration where the goal of a 
system has been identified as: produce work schedule for an employee. The employee is working 
with specific tasks for a project and also has a lot of meeting with customers.

Step Description

1

Identify (for each 
iteration)
the target goal. If it is the
first iteration this will be 
one of the final system 
goals, otherwise it is a
intermediary goal.

2

Identify, at the highest
level of abstraction, the
goals – or outputs, that 
needs to be satisfied in
order to achieve the
target goal.
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Figure 2.5 Goal-Directed Design, an example
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2.4.6 Purposes and Properties Discussion – General Methods

The purposes of the general SAD methods are more diverse and numerous than those of domain 
engineering or distributed development methods. A summary of the purposes identified for this 
discussion is given below:

 Fulfil quality requirements; 
 Capture and formalise tacit knowledge of experienced software architects;
 Provide variant views of the system; 
 A stabile system description;
 Keep each description of the system design under intellectual control (limit the number of 

concepts managed by any particular description);
 Separation of data and behaviour, and;
 Base the design of the system on the goals rather than on predicted behaviour or data of the 

system.

Fulfilment of quality requirements was issued and managed through quality attribute optimization of 
the QASAR method. The ADD method supports quality attribute through the activities of identifying 
concurrent process, network configurations, and distribution configurations. Thus, the ADD method 
limits itself to dealing with quality issues captured by the identification activities, presumably without 
actually assessing the impact of any design decisions made. The QASAR  method takes a more 
general approach toward all quality requirements, not limiting the quality design to a fixed set of 
activities or quality areas. However, by leaving as much manoeuvring space open for the architects to 

3

Identify the  inputs from
the lower level  goals into
the target goal,  in order
to achieve the  target goal

4

For the inputs identified in
the previous step: 
introduce, where needed,
data constraint components
that filter the outputs
produced by the lower level
goals which are used as
input to the target goal.
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decide on how to improve the quality of the product, and also keeping the quality improvement 
efforts at the end of the design, the QASAR method run the risk of letting the quality improvement 
efforts getting squeezed between the functional SAD and the detailed design, just the problem it is 
trying to avoid.

Regarding provision of different views it can be argued whether this is in itself a purpose or if it is 
just a means to reach other purposes. In either case, the methods proposing division of the SAD into 
different views also provide directions for developing these views, thus both the purpose of providing 
different views as well as any other purpose dependent on the existence of different views are 
supported.

On the topic of the software architecture as a stabile system description this purpose has been 
issued by methods that, although they are generally applicable, are closely related to domain 
engineering design methods. Whether or not these methods are better than others to maintain a stabile 
system description is really difficult to tell. The ADD method maintain that it is a high level SAD 
method and is therefore more stabile than further detailed architecture descriptions. The way in which 
the QASAR method keeps its system descriptions stabile can be traced back to the activities of setting 
the system boundary and context, and identifying archetypes.

Maintaining intellectual control means that the information provided by each part of the SAD is 
limited to ensure that one person can understand its content. Concerning the methods support for this
purpose, the methods related to this purpose leaves a lot of room for improvements. That is, the 
support is virtually non-existent, at least as far as I have discerned. One reason for this can be the 
interpretation of the purpose as a purpose. Actually, the author presents this as a principle rather than 
a purpose, and something the user of the method should always keep in mind while developing the 
design of the system. However, in my opinion it is immaterial whether it is a purpose or a principle, it 
does not change the fact that if a method do not support the implementation of a purpose or principle 
the method is lacking.

The last two purposes in this subsection: separation of data and behaviour; and basing the design 
on user goals instead of predicted behaviour are better supported, at least in theory. In the method 
labelled method A the distinction between system servers and system clients is central and provide 
the separation of data and behaviour, as is the consideration of user goals central to the goal-directed 
design method.

2.5 Real-time systems

In this section we present the only SAD method for real-time systems identified during the literature 
survey: the Hierarchical Object Oriented Design method.

Real-time systems include a wide range of systems that are in some way constrained by time 
(wikipedia 2004). These can be decomposed into direct or immediate real-time systems or soft real-
time systems. Direct, or immediate, real-time systems are classified as real-time systems for which it 
is absolutely critical to meet the required response time, whereas for soft real-time systems the 
consequences of failure in this is more of a nuisance. Further, real-time systems are also closely 
related to embedded systems, and in fact many real-time systems are also embedded.

2.5.1 Hierarchical Object Oriented Design Method

In an effort to combine the positive aspects of object oriented design principles and the positive 
features of object-based programming languages, the European Space Agency (ESA) sponsored a
research project on object oriented design and abstract machines (e.g. the Java virtual machine), 
eventually leading to the development of a new design method: HOOD (Carmichael 1992, HOOD 
2004).
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The HOOD method is a combination of two processes: the overall HOOD design process, which 
is a project driving process, concerned with issues such as sub-contracting the development of certain 
components or subsystems, project deadlines and other constraints, organisation of the system, etc. 
The second process is called the basic HOOD design process. This process is focused on the 
structured decomposition of the system into hierarchical object trees; this is the process considered in 
remainder of this section.

This presentation of the HOOD method is based on: the article Defining Software Architectures 
Using the Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design Method (HOOD™) (Carmichael 1992) by Dr. 
Andrew R. Carmichael; a sample from the book HOOD - An industrial Approach to the HOOD 
method, published at: http://perso.wanadoo.fr/adalog/hoodsamp.htm (Rosen 2004); and finally, The 
HOOD User Manual (HOOD 2004), by the HOOD Technical Group.

Purpose

The HOOD method was developed to support the architectural and detailed design of high integrity, 
real-time Ada systems. The method should also provide a framework for integrating development 
processes (HOOD covers activities from requirements analysis, through high level and detailed 
design down into the initial phase of implementation) and organized reuse of development artefacts 
(Carmichael 1992, HOOD 2004).

The problems with its predecessors were two: in object-based methods the problem lay in their 
often inefficient, compared to object-oriented methods, support for behaviour sharing (i.e. reuse). The 
second problem is related to the object oriented methods relative inability to cope with design 
changes in the upper levels of hierarchical class structures (Carmichael 1992). A desire to deal with 
these problems, achieve an organized reuse of artefacts produced combined with a more integrated 
development framework and more robust design solutions were the main incitements when 
developing the HOOD method (Carmichael 1992). 

Design Procedure

The HOOD design procedure is a six step, iterative, procedure; spanning from requirements analysis 
to a complete model of the hierarchical class structures, called HDTs (HOOD Design Trees), 
including interface operations and dependencies (HOOD 2004). The five design steps of the basic 
HOOD design process are:

 Definition and analysis of the problem;
 Development and elaboration of an informal solution strategy;
 Formalisation of the strategy;
 Solution refinement;
 Formalisation of the solution, and;
 Solution analysis and justification

In the first step the requirements are analysed and discussed to build a common understanding among 
the design team of what is to be designed. It is important that everyone has a common, or closely 
common understanding of the system being developed before the actual design is started (HOOD 
2004).

When a common understanding of the system has been reached, elaborating on an informal 
solution strategy begins. This results in a textual description of the system behaviour (HOOD 2004).

The third step in the basic HOOD design process aims at formalising the informal solution 
strategy. In this step objects and operations are derived from the informal solution strategy by 
identifying key nouns and verbs. The objects are organised in hierarchical HDTs, these are graphical 
design diagrams illustrating object hierarchies, collaborations, and dependencies (HOOD 2004).
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When the third step is finished a preliminary design has been reached. However, issues like 
project constraints (time, financial, staff, etc.) has so far been ignored. In the forth step, solution 
refinement; these considerations are taken into account. The preliminary design is discussed among 
the designers with the purpose of reaching a consensus of the design before formalizing the design 
solution.

When formalizing the design solution textual descriptions of the objects and their behaviour are 
added to the refined solution. These textual object descriptions are called ODS; Object Description 
Skeleton(s). The design is now finished for this iteration, the only tasks which remain is to analyse the 
solution and determine: if the designed solution is correct, if it is the desired solution, and whether 
more design is necessary (i.e. start a new iteration from the third step) or if the design is complete.

2.5.2 Properties and Purposes Discussion – Real-time systems

The purposes from the real-time systems SAD method covered in this section were summarily: 
efficient support for behaviour sharing and robustness of the design, reuse of software development 
artefacts, and to have a process framework that covers the whole design phase of a project.

That behaviour sharing can be achieved by inheritance is plain, to inherit a behaviour trait from a 
parent object is to share this behaviour. Further, the hierarchical approach is also used as a means to 
attain robustness of the design in the upper abstraction levels by leaving out uncertain design 
decisions to more detailed levels of design.

On the issue of whether the method integrates the activities of the design phase into a stabile 
framework, basically integrating architectural design and detailed design

2.6 Summary

Before continuing to the industrial survey, a summary of the methods covered and purposes identified 
has been composed. The list of purposes (table 2.4, below) presents all the identified purposes for 
architecture design derived from the literature survey.

Purpose Method(s)
Support evolution through well defined processes. DIPS
Support development of parallel systems (i.e. 
synchronization, inter-component communication 
protocols).

Dynamic PARSE

Support development of heterogeneous software. DIPS
Support distributed development without possibility of 
face-to-face communication.

DIPS, Dynamic PARSE

Support component-based development by specifying 
activities.

DIPS

Provide with well described component interfaces. Catalysis
Provide with a general understanding of the system 
behaviour.

DIPS

Support development in heterogeneous development 
environments.

DIPS

Fulfil non-functional requirements. DIPS, QASAR, ADD, HOOD
Traceability business objective to code Catalysis
Conformity to leading standards Catalysis
Organized reuse of software artefacts. Catalysis, DAGAR, HOOD
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Tie the architecture to business objectives. Catalysis
Integrate business and software dev. language and 
work methods.

Catalysis

Method for varying forms of development. Rational, ADD
Describe system deployment over the platform. Rational
Provide different views of the system. Rational, Methods A and B, ADD
Mine and formalise the know-how of experienced 
architects.

Rational, ADD

Identify a stable description of the system. Bosch, ADD
Integrate arch. design with domain modelling methods. DAGAR
Separate data and functionality to reduce data 
redundancy and decrease complicating coupling.

Method A

Limit the amount of concepts considered at any one 
time in order to keep the architecture under intellectual 
control.

Methods A and B

Robust design (by involving the end user in arch. 
design).

Methods A and B, HOOD

Make architecture for both end-users and later 
designers.

Methods A and B

Support early start of subsequent design activities. ADD
Focus the design on the goals of the eventual system, 
rather than on how it is presumed to behave or what 
data it will process.

Goal-directed

Table 2.4 Literature survey purposes.

Further, the following trends can be identified among the methods and groups of methods:

 Naturally for domain engineering methods they are more than other methods concerned with 
the business aspect of software development, e.g. reuse of components, integrating business 
and software development processes (e.g. through shared vocabulary and models), and early 
determination of component interfaces.

 The methods for distributed development are generally more focused on technical issues, 
such as: concurrency, formal development processes, precisely specified system behaviour, 
etc; than the other methods.

 The generalised methods also share a few common characteristics. Among them it is 
important to fit development of different types of software, thus they often provide different 
views of the system, or keep the architecture at such a high level of abstraction that it is 
generally applicable to any form of development. They are also concerned with formalising 
previous knowledge and experience. The generalised methods often distinguish themselves 
through some particular ‘guideline-feature’, e.g. separate data and functionality, design from 
the goals of the system instead of behaviour, introduce quality requirements in architecture, 
etc.

 A recurring situation among the presented methods is a remaining vagueness on how the 
presented methods actually support their proclaimed purposes for software architecture 
design. Naturally, it is necessary to balance the guidance of a method with the experience of 
the software architects using the method, and therefore a method should not take all 
responsibility of how to produce the final design. However, a method that proclaim it support 
certain purposes should at least discuss the issue of implementing its purposes when 
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describing the design procedure of the method.
First get your facts; then 

you can distort them at 
your leisure.

(Mark Twain)

Chapter III – Industrial Survey Analysis

3.1 Introduction

In order to identify industrial purposes for software architecture design a survey of practices and 
purposes related to SAD among a set of five software developing companies was conducted, for 
reasons in industrial privacy these companies will be referred to by the aliases company ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, 
‘D’, and ‘E’. In this chapter we present and analyse the outcome of this survey.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In the next section the survey methodology 
is presented and analysed, this include a description of how the participants were selected and how 
the eventual answers to the survey questionnaire was interpreted. The second section presents the list 
of purposes brought to light by the survey, this list of purposes are then structured and analysed for 
duplicates and dependencies. Finally the third section summarizes the chapter and prepares the 
transition to the next chapter where industry and literature are compared.

A copy of the questionnaire used in the industrial survey can be found in appendix A of this thesis.

3.2 The Survey Methodology

In this section we make a deeper investigation of the survey methodology practised in this research. 
The issues we will look at are the following:

 How the questionnaire was formulated.
 How the companies were identified and contacted.
 How the purposes were extracted.

As mentioned in the first chapter, the industrial survey was initiated by formulating a questionnaire 
aimed toward practising software architecture designers. The most challenging problem with 
formulating the questionnaire was to keep the questions general enough to allow the participant to 
answer in his or her own words, while at the same time giving enough information about the question 
to avoid misunderstandings.

Two measures taken to keep this balance was to attach a cover letter to the questionnaire, giving 
the reasons behind the questions and specifying the topic of the research being made, and to use the 
funnel approach - gradually making the questions more specific.

Perhaps more interesting than the development of the questionnaire is the selection process of 
survey participants, especially since in this case the survey is quite limited and thus each respondent 
have more influence on the outcome than if the number of participants were the double.

The selection process progressed through three steps before any potential participant was 
contacted, this was really just to make sure the company actually develop software by themselves, 
and when necessary, identify the part of the company which is developing software (for example, one 
of the major developers of command-and-control information systems in the world was contacted, but 
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this company also produce vehicles, aeroplanes, etc. thus it was important to know which sector of 
the company is responsible for the software development). The last issue to investigate was what 
available communication channels existed with this company, i.e. if the company have had previous 
contact with the university or if contact could be made through available social networks.

Once a company was identified as a possible survey participant, a dedicated cover letter for that 
particular company was written and attached to the questionnaire. However, before sending the 
questionnaire the company were, in all cases except one, contacted via existing social networks.

Once answers were received from a company the work on interpreting the answers were begun. 
This work involved extracting known purposes, provided directly by the survey participant, highly 
ranked purposes from a "purpose-list" included in the questionnaire, and possible identification of 
hidden or indirect purposes derivable from the survey participants SAD process (questions regarding 
the design process was included in the questionnaire). 

3.3 Analysing Industrial Purposes

Below is a list of the purposes for SAD identified from the industrial survey:

Industrial Purpose Source company
Fulfil quality requirements A, B, C
Ensure runtime stability A, B, D
Organized reuse of software artefacts A
Provide a general understanding of system behaviour A, B
Support maintainability / 
support additions and upgrading of the system

B, D

Slim development process avoiding unnecessary 
formality and documentation

B

Ensure system safety B
Define system interfaces (external and internal) C, D, E
Early estimation of software size E
Conformity to existing architectural styles or patterns C
Help to counter project risks as early as possible C

To attain some general knowledge or understanding of what these purposes entail it is usually a good 
idea to divide them into groups and work with those groups instead of with each individual purpose, 
much like when working with designing a system from a requirements specification.

We divide the purposes into method and artefact purposes. These two categories are not randomly 
chosen, but are based on two interpretations of what design means 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design):

“When applied to fine and applied arts, and other such creative efforts, design is both a noun and 
a verb. The verb is the process of originating and developing a plan for an artistic or architectural 
object, which may require countless hours of thought, modelling, iterative adjustment, and re-design. 
The noun is either the finalized plan of action, or the result of following that plan of action.”

Thus, two basic interpretations of the word design are the process of developing a final plan or 
description of what is to be done, or the actual plan or description which assists us in doing what 
should be done. Following this line of thought it is logical that different purposes to design (e.g. 
architectural software design) fit either the interpretation of design as an activity (verb) or the design 
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documents (noun). To separate method and artefact purposes some distinguishing criteria between the 
terms are necessary. Thus, method purposes, we argue, are purposes aimed at improving the work 
method or environmental setting in which the artefact is developed; while we consider artefact 
purposes as statements aimed to focus the final product or products of the design phase forwards in a 
certain direction.

3.3.1 Method Purposes

Using those criteria the following purposes can be defined as method purposes:

 Organized reuse of software artefacts;
 Support maintainability / Support additions and upgrading of the system, and;
 Slim development process avoiding unnecessary formality and documentation.

The first two purposes both suggest long-term planning efforts with shared economical and technical 
considerations, e.g. determining what software components will be desired by the customers in the 
future or what are the technical constraints in form of skill, tools and other resources limit the set of 
available solutions. Consequently we can argue that to attain goals of reuse and maintainability, 
properties relating to the long-term planning and conjunction of economical and technical 
considerations are desirable in the SAD method.

The third purpose in the list above, slim development process, is different. This purpose is about 
cutting away redundant documentation and “formalities” (configuration management?). Where the 
two previously mentioned purposes seems to aim at cutting the work effort in a long-term 
perspective, this purpose aims at the same effort-cutting effect but in the short-term perspective.

A slimed development process without unnecessary documentation is of course a subjective and 
relative purpose, i.e. there are no methods that suggest we should produce unnecessary documents. 
We can also argue that in order to establish a work process where unnecessary documents and other 
formalities are avoided; planning ahead (to learn what is needed in future and what is not) is 
important too. Thus it appears, planning is a key to both long-term and short-term success.

Conclusively, the main requirement for reaching the method purposes is support for long- and 
short-term planning as well as integration of technical and financial expertise.

3.3.2 Artefact Purposes

The artefact purposes of the industrial survey are summarized below:

 Fulfil quality requirements;
 Ensure runtime stability;
 Provide a general understanding of system behaviour;
 Ensure system safety;
 Define system interfaces (external and internal);
 Early estimation of software size;
 Conformity to existing architectural styles or patterns, and;
 Help counter project risks as early as possible.

This list is a little longer, so finding common grounds gets more difficult. However, three general 
characteristics have been identified that appears to capture the essential properties of the architecture 
documents:
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 Precision
 Quality
 Informativeness

Precision as a property of software architecture artefacts is a basis for well defined interfaces but is 
also a preferable property when stability and safety is required. Precision is the opposite of ambiguity, 
but that does not mean it is necessarily a hindrance to variability and reuse. Precision might, however, 
collide in some manner with the aims for slim development with minimal formalism (method 
purpose, see 3.3.1).

Quality is also a desirable property of SAD artefacts, but also a more difficult one to attain. A 
common way of attaining quality in software is to predict (estimate), assess (measure), evaluate 
(compare to required value) and evolve (improve) the desired quality characteristics or system 
properties, of a system (Fresa et. al. 2002). The quality property combine the: fulfil quality 
requirements; ensure stability; ensure safety; and conformity to architectural style or pattern SAD 
artefact purposes.

That the conformity purpose is a matter of quality is not a 100% certainty, since there are many 
styles and patterns and they are developed for many reasons. It is not even a certainty that the reason 
a SAD artefact should conform to any specific style or pattern is the same reason for which the style 
or pattern was first developed. However, we base this appointment of the purpose on a method to 
achieve software quality developed by Jan Bosch (Bosch 2000) who use styles and patterns as an 
input in architecture transformation activities with the purpose of attaining greater quality.

Finally, the SAD artefacts should be informative. Informativity is necessary for the artefacts to be 
useful when proceeding to more detailed design. In the book “Software Architecture and Design -
Principles, Models and Methods” (Witt et. al. 1994) the authors discuss the principle of intellectual 
control, i.e. that for a design artefact to be useful it is a necessity that it only contain so much 
information, or so many concepts, that a single person can grasp the whole of it at one time. When 
more information comes into the artefact it should be divided into two separate artefacts. The 
informative property is a basis for the: general understanding; define system interfaces; estimate 
software size; and counter risks purposes.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter the results of questioning the five companies of the industrial survey regarding their 
respective view upon and approach to software architecture design are presented.

A list of purposes is derived and this list is divided into method vs. artefact purposes. Both groups 
of purposes are then put through a deeper analysis with the aim at identifying common attributes or 
properties of these purposes, to be used in the subsequent chapter.

For the method purposes the common properties are identified as planning and integration of 
technical and financial considerations, whereas for artefact purposes the properties are established to 
be: precision, quality, and informativeness.
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It requires a very unusual 
mind to undertake the 
analysis of the obvious. 

(Alfred North Whitehead)

Chapter IV – Literature and Industrial Purpose Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Having investigated purposes for commencing software architecture design from both industrial 
practitioners and researchers, this chapter proceeds to analyse how these purposes match each other.

In chapter three we structured the purposes into groups of method versus artefact purposes, 
continuing by identifying common characteristics between the members of each group. By  building 
this structure of purposes it is possible to make some qualitative assumptions on general goals of 
software architecture design.

This chapter continues where the previous chapter left off, structuring the purposes of literature 
and industry into graphical purpose nets, identifying and studying matches between the industrial and 
literature purpose nets.

Based on the results from the matching between the industry survey and the literature survey 
purposes it is determined to what degree different purposes match, and what can be derived from this 
relation.

4.2 Structuring the Purposes

Structuring the purposes, we begin with the list of purposes assembled in the summary of chapter two 
(see table 2.4 literature survey purposes). Below we present the purposes from the literature study 
divided into method and artefact purposes.
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Table 4.1 Literature purposes, artefact vs. method focus

Except for a few cases this categorisation was trivial and unambiguous. The ambiguous purposes 
were: support development of parallel systems (and the other “support development of...”-purposes); 
organized reuse of software artefacts; and fulfil non-functional requirements. Some of these also 
appeared in the industrial survey and we have stuck to the same decisions here. The argumentation 
used to determine whether to classify these purposes as method or artefact purposes follows below.

To classify the domain specialising purposes the following argumentation is used. The desires for 
domain specific methods affect both the design process as well as the resulting design artefacts (i.e. 
the architecture description). However, since domain generic methods are presumably sufficient
(although not always efficient) to create a architecture descriptions for any domain; the design 
artefacts are presumed to provide with (more or less) the same information. Therefore, we argue, the 
difference lies in the design procedure and the domain specialising purposes are therefore method 
purposes.

Organized reuse of artefacts: we have already established that a key to organized reuse

Method vs. 
Artefact

Purpose

Support evolution through well defined processes.
Support development of parallel systems.
Mine and formalise the know-how of experienced architects.
Integrate arch. design with domain modelling methods.
Robust design (by involving the end user in arch. design).
Focus the design on the goals of the eventual system, rather than on how it is 
presumed to behave or what data it will process.
Support development of heterogeneous software.
Support distributed development.
Support component-based development by specifying activities.
Integrate business and software dev. language and work methods.
Method for varying forms of development.
Organized reuse of software artefacts.

Method

Support development in heterogeneous development environments.
Traceability business objective to code
Conformity to leading standards
Describe system deployment over the platform.
Provide different views of the system.
Identify a stable description of the system.
Separate data and functionality to reduce data redundancy and decrease 
complicating coupling.
Make architecture for both end-users and later designers.
Support early start of subsequent design activities.
Provide with well described component interfaces.
Provide with a general understanding of the system behaviour.
Fulfil non-functional requirements.
Tie the architecture to business objectives.

Artefact

Limit the amount of concepts considered at any one time in order to keep the 
architecture under intellectual control.
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is planning; thus method purpose. However, as Gurp (van Gurp 2000) and the authors of (Klingler & 
Solderisch 1996) argues reuse is also a matter of variability in the architecture description, open slots, 
or variability points,  where a decision has been left out so as to support different solutions to be 
specified at a later time, and in that way reuse a common infrastructure. This would indicate an 
artefact purpose. However, we consider reuse to be a method purpose for the reasons that:

 The basis to achieve reuse is still planning, even if the planning can result in variability points 
in the architecture descriptions. These variability points are in fact just unfinished design 
elements.

 To leave out design decisions in the architecture description is not a feature of the 
architecture description but of the manner in which it is created.

Finally, fulfilment of quality requirements caused some brooding on whether this really is an artefact 
or perhaps a method purpose instead. Since the QASAR method (Bosch 2000) is a method focused on 
fulfilment of quality requirements this suggests that the purpose is a method purpose. However, since 
the aim is to capture quality in the architecture description rather than evolving any specific design 
process, we believe that to consider quality an artefact purpose is the more appropriate option.

Now that industrial and literature purposes have been organised into method and artefact purposes, 
the next step is to determine internal hierarchical relations and dependencies within these groups. We 
begin with the literature purposes; method group (figure 4.1 Literature – method purposes). In the 
figures below a line represents a hierarchical relationship, a double pointed arrow a tight coupling 
between the purposes and possible partial overlap. Dashed boxes represent abstracted, or generated,
purposes.

Formalize 
know-how

Component-based 
development

Heterogeneous 
systems development

Distributed 
development

Process 
integration

Organised 
reuse

Integrate 
with domain 
modelling

Goal focused 
design

Domain generic 
method

Integrate with 
business 
process

Parallel systems 
development

Development in 
heterogeneous 
environment

Domain specific 
method

LITERATURE
METHOD 
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Support  
process 

evolution

Support 
planning

Support 
maintainability
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Figure 4.1 Literature – method purposes.

Moving on to the artefact purposes, still from literature study, figure 4.2 displays the constellation of 
artefact purposes.

Figure 4.2 Literature – artefact purposes.

This second figure finish the structuring of literature purposes, and it is time for the industrial 
purposes instead. The same form of figures this time, first method and then artefact purposes.
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Figure 4.3 Industry – method purposes

Figure 4.4 Industry – artefact purposes

These are the purposes and their relations for software architecture design as revealed by the literature 
study and industrial survey.
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4.3 Comparing Literature and Industrial Purposes

In this section the figures from section 4.2 (structuring the purposes) are compared in order to 
determine whether the purposes from our literature study match the purposes from our industrial 
survey.

The comparisons always initiate from the industrial purposes, since these are the ones we want to 
match with literature purposes, not the other way around. Further, we begin the comparison with 
looking at the abstracted purposes since mapping of these purposes can give some indication of the 
support for more detailed purposes too.

We aim at isolating the comparison within the method and artefact domains respectively, since 
although some method and artefact purposes may be very similar, the manner in which they are 
attained can still be radically different. And the manner in which they are attained is the important 
issue.

4.3.1 Matching Industrial Method Purposes

Only three method purposes were identified from the industrial survey: organised reuse, support 
maintainability, and slim development process. From these purposes two additional purposes were 
abstracted, based on the industrial method purpose analysis, section 3.3.1, purposes support short-
and long term planning and integrate technical and financial expertise.

The abstract purpose short- and long term planning from the industrial survey matches well the 
abstract purpose support planning from the literature study. This match is also an important match, 
since short- and long term planning is an abstracted purpose for all the industrial method purposes. 
For the second abstract purpose, integrate technical and financial expertise, a match with the 
literature method purpose integrate (software architecture design) with business process is made.

For the industrial purposes organised reuse and support maintainability matches with identical 
purposes from the literature study is made, whereas for the purpose slim development process, no 
perfect match could be identified among the literature purposes. However, the abstracted purpose 
domain specific method suggests a tailoring of the configuration management, and this can result in a 
slimmed development process.

Finally we can conclude that each method purpose from the industrial survey, actual and 
abstract, was successfully matched with corresponding purposes from the literature study. The 
matches made in this section are illustrated in figure 4.5, method purpose matches below.
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Figure 4.5 Method purpose matches

4.3.2 Matching Industrial Artefact Purposes

There are a few more industrial artefact purposes to consider, compared to the method purposes.
For the industrial artefact purposes no abstractions were made, thus the matching process begin by 

looking at the actual industrial purposes. Scanning the industry and literature artefact purposes, 
perfect matches can be identified for: fulfil quality requirements, provide general understanding and, 
stretching the definition of a perfect match a little, defined interfaces and conformity to styles and 
patterns. Concerning defined interfaces we consider this more or less the same as precise component 
interface descriptions, and for the conformity to styles and patterns purpose, conformity to leading 
standards was considered a good-enough match since styles and patterns are standardizations of the 
design descriptions.

Concerning the desire for runtime stability (not same as stable system description) we can find a 
lesser degree of similarity in the describe deployment purpose, since this is concerned with the 
distribution of processes and data over the system. Further, among the method purposes, supporting 
development of parallel systems purpose gives additional support for the stability purpose.

One purpose of SAD from the industry survey was to counter project risks at an early stage. No 
direct match for this purpose was ever identified, perhaps since project risks can span a very wide 
area of possible problems and it is unrealistic that one method could help counter all of these possible 
problems. 

No matching literature purpose could be identified for the ensure system safety or support system 
size estimations purposes either.

Conclusively, of the eight industrial artefact purposes four met with perfect match, which has to be 
considered good. However, of the four purposes remaining, only one was reasonably well matched by 
related literature purposes, whereas two other were completely forsaken and one purpose possibly a 
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bit to vague for a match to be identified. The matches made in this section are illustrated in figure 4.6, 
artefact  purpose matches below.

Figure 4.6 Artefact purpos matches
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Smooth seas do not make 
for a skillful sailor

(African proverb)

Chapter V – Discussion

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, purposes and methods for software architecture design were presented and 
analysed. In this chapter a new perspective is taken, looking back on the research done in this project 
in order to assess the quality and the consequences of our results. 
The research in this project can be divided into three main activities: information gathering, 
information gathering, and result presentation. The discussions of this chapter are structured along 
those main activities, presenting the weak and strong points of research in order to determine the 
scope of eventual conclusions derivable from our research. A summary, focusing on the lessons 
learned from the discussions finish this chapter.

5.2 Discussing the Information Gathering Activity

The information gathering activity consisted, as previously stated, of a literature and an industrial 
survey. Regarding the thoroughness of those surveys it is easy to conclude that the literature study 
was more complete than the industrial survey. A significantly larger portion of the projects time was 
spent completing the literature study and it is our belief that it captures the academic research field on 
SAD methods rather well. Further, it includes methods from a variety of software development 
domains, such as real-time systems, distributed systems, and domain engineering.

However, as more time and effort was spent on improving and completing the literature study, the 
industrial survey suffered and was eventually assigned to a small and subsidarey role of the research 
project. Although some time and effort was spent on producing a qualitative questionnaire, the small 
number of eventual survey participants undermines the credibility of the industrial survey results.

Further, it is worth considering the method of choice for the industrial study. In this project the 
aim was to identify as many purposes for as possible within the private sector. To do this successfully 
by detailed studies of a singular or a pair of software companies would require that the companies 
studied are of such great influence that they, by themselves, constitute a significant portion of the 
private IT sector, e.g. Microsoft or IBM. This was not deemed even remotely possible for this project. 
Discarding that option, only one option remained: to investigate a larger group of companies. The 
method of choice for the industrial survey might have had some impact on the outcome of this 
activity, but we believe the chosen method gives the best outcome, and even if not; it wasn't much of 
a choice anyway.

Conclusively, one strong and one weak point can be identified for this activity, but what are the 
consequences of this situation? An obvious consequence is that the number of actual SAD purposes 
within industry is probably greater than the ones identified during our industrial survey. This means 
that even if all identified industrial purposes were matched against literature purposes, we cannot be 
sure how many, and exactly what purposes remain hidden. However, a positive consequence of the 
strong literature study is that we can, with relative certainty, say that any purposes from the industrial 
survey that remain unmatched among the literature purposes have been overlooked as a SAD purpose 
by researchers in this field.
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5.3 Discussing the Information Processing Activity

A risk when processing information is the insertion of false information, through missinterpretations, 
and loss of important information, also due to missunderstanding, or lack of understanding.

The information gathered within the information gathering activity varied widely in regard to 
complexity and completeness, two important issues associated with understanding or 
misunderstandings. 

The complexity problem, which is solely an issue for the literature study, is most tangible among 
the design procedure descriptions of distributed systems development methods, wheras most of the 
purposes were presented up-front. The high level of complexity (combined with a lack in 
thoroughness) of certain research papers resulted in unexpected time loss as well as the necessity to 
make some assumptions on the design procedures. These assumptions may or may not have affected 
the purpose and properties discussion sections in chapter two, but not the identification of purposes 
(the purposes were eventually identified from up-front served purposes and the clear sections of the 
design procedure descriptions).

Thus, the complexity issue have small influence on the processing the literature study information. 
However, one problem the complexity issue did cause, was the exclusion of some research material 
that we were simply not able to process, thereby limiting the scope of the literature study. It is very 
uncertain whether any of this material actually concerned the SAD field at all and not the computer 
architecture field.

Regarding the issue of completeness, this is foremost an issue for the industrial survey. Because 
the survey was based on a questionaire, some important questions were perhaps never even asked. 
Further, the answers were often given as short sentences, lacking the depth and detail of a published 
research papers or personal interviews. This result in a lack of understanding, mostly regarding the 
design process, but also the background for any particular given design purpose. The information 
processing of the industrial survey therefore bears closer resemblance to a course-grained filtering 
process than a constructive analysis.

Beyond understanding and analysing the information gathered, the information processing activity 
also involved structuring and comparing the purposes assembled. No prior literature was found 
analysing the relations between purposes for software architecture design or related areas.  Our 
structuring and analysis of purposes evolved from an intuitive assumption that purposes could be 
modelled and structured in much the same way as object in object oriented software. Although the 
method for structuring purposes in this manner certainly can be improved, it proved a useful approach 
since it gave a clear view of how industrial purposes, which themselves could not be matched with 
literature purposes, still can be supported by literature if a purpose of a higher level of abstraction can 
be matched with a literature purpose.

5.4 Discussing the Result Presentation Activity

As output is generated from the information processing activity, the result presentation is relatively 
easy, at least in terms of avoiding missinterpretations. What poses a threat in the result presenation 
activity is more subtile, a mental struggle to resist streching the truth or expanding the facts in order 
to compose a better flow of text or perhaps draw conclusions that are not based on solid foundations.

This problem is hopefully avoided or eventually countered by the reviewing of thesis done by 
colleges and the research supervisor.
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5.5 Summary

In the project the time dedicated to the literature vs. industry studies were too unbalanced, leading to a 
variety of later problems in assessing the level of conformity of SAD purposes within the two 
domains. Despite this unbalanced situation the industrial survey, we argue, is useful and valid in 
comparing with the literature regarding whether any industrial purposes have been overlooked by 
literature.

In the information gathering and information processing activities the major risk is for 
misinterpretations to manifest themselves, causing faulty analysis of either the methods ability to 
resolve its purposes or in the understanding of the purposes themselves.

In the information processing activity two problems caused the most concern: complexity of some 
literature and the incompleteness of the industrial survey, both with regard to the number of 
participants but also because of the chosen approach of the survey, i.e. the use of a questionnaire 
instead of a more thorough investigation method, such as interviews.

Finally, as the result presentation activity was scrutinized the problem of exaggerating the outputs 
of previous activities, were high-lighted. This problem, and in part the problem of misinterpretations 
as well, were countered by iterative reviewing by co-students and the project supervisor.
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What we know is not much. 
What we don’t know is 
enormous.

(Pierre Simon de Laplace)

Chapter VI – Conclusions and Further Studies

Finally, it is time to present the conclusions derived from our research. Applying discussed 
constraints from the previous chapter the following conclusions have been reached with regard to the 
proposed research questions formed in chapter one:

 In our research we find that a substantial majority of the identified industrial purposes can be 
matched with identical or similar method purposes. Thus, the methods developed appear to 
aim for the same goals as their intended practitioners.

 We also conclude that it is possible to regard purposes as entities and to structure purposes 
hierarchically and to use this structure to compare different sets of purposes.

 Further, we conclude that industrial approaches to SAD are often less intricate and ambitious 
than SAD proposed by the studied methods. In particular, none of the studied companies used 
different views to describe different levels of the system. Also, in general the companies had 
rather similar expectation on the architecture of a system: provide an overview, support reuse 
and maintainability.

Finally we conclude, that even if the purposes for SAD directing the development of new methods 
perfectly well matches the purposes of many software companies, there is still the issue on how to 
actually support those purposes remaining. And this issue remains largely open.

6.1 Further Studies

While conducting the research for this project many interesting leads were left untraced, since they 
led away from the thesis topic. In this section some of those topics are retrieved and presented as 
suggestions for further studies. Also, some suggestions on how to proceed deeper into the field of 
SAD methods and purposes, using this work as a starting point.

 Identification of architectural mechanisms. In chapter two, in the section covering the ADD 
method, the idea of architectural drivers and mechanisms were first brought up in this thesis. 
The task lies in identifying means to attain a given attribute in an architecture, e.g. what 
design measures can be taken to increase maintainability, stability, execution speed, or any 
other system attribute for a given system.

 Besides finding different ways to make design good, it is interesting to know how much 
effort is necessary to make different methods work. A revealing study would be to follow the 
implementation of a new design method in a software developing company.

 In our industrial survey we asked the participants if they practised any particular architecture 
design method, which very appeared to do. However, a more thorough study of what methods 
are used in practise and what methods are discarded can give new revealing insight in what 
properties are demanded by practitioners.
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  Don’t eat yellow snow
   (Frank Zappa)
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Appendix A

A.1 Questionnaire

Company name:

General questions

1. Do you develop any software architecture for the systems you build?

Answer:

2. What domain/domains does the systems you develop belong to?

Answer:

3. Do you have any individual or team with special responsibility of developing software 
architecture (or high level design) for the systems you build?

Answer:

4. Do you make any distinction between architectural design and 
detailed design (yes or no is enough)?

Answer:

Architecture design process

5. What inputs do you use for the architecture design process (e.g. requirements, prior 
application architectures, system architecture, guidelines for specific architectural styles, 
etc.)?

Answer:
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6. Approximately how many individuals are involved in the design of the architecture at your 
company? What are these persons roles in this work?

Answer:

7. How is your architecture documented, if this is done? Do you utilize any special design 
language or notation technology?

Answer:

8. Do you utilize any ready-to-use methods for software architecture design or have you 
developed your own method?

Answer:

9. If you have, in part or to its full extent, utilized any pre-made method(s) for software 
architecture design; what parts of that method have you chosen to utilize in your 
organization?

Answer:

The purpose

10. If you have, in part or to its full extent, utilized any pre-made method(s) for software 
architecture design; what were the most significant reasons for you to use that method? 

Answer:

11. If you have, in part or to its full extent, utilized any pre-made method(s) for software 
architecture design; in what way(s) has this changed or affected your architectures and the 
way you work with software architecture design?

Answer:
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12. If you have studied, but deliberately chosen not to utilize any pre-made method for 
software architecture design; what were the most significant reasons not to do this? Which 
were the main drawbacks with these methods?

Answer:

13. Study the list below. How would you rank the significance of the following 
attributes in a software architecture (1 to 8, 1 representing the most significant and 8 the 
least)?

... Provide a clear overview of the system

... Define system interfaces, internal and external

... Optimized/correct usage of system resources (memory, processor, network, databases, 
etc.)
... Guarantee correct execution of the software
... Meet all functional requirements
... Meet all quality requirements
... Provide an early estimation of system size
... Facilitate reuse of legacy code and components


